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                       This is a file to give the Rich Man's
                   Word Processor user a demonstration of
                   some of the features of the program. At
                   the top of each page of this document
                   should appear the page number (centered
                   between the left and right margins) and
                   some additional heading information.
                   Note: for the header to appear on the
                   first page, as it does here, no text or
                   text formatting commands without numbers
                   may be in the file before the ".Header
                   #". Try putting ".Justify" on the first
                   line of the file. 

                       This paragraph is to give an example
                   of using footnotes. Remember to specify
                   the footnote information immeadiately
                   after the footnote. 3 

                       The Verbatim mode is used in the
                   footnote so that it is indented correctly
                   and the words are kept on the same line
                   as they are on in the file. The text in
                   the footnote is put at the bottom of the
                   page, but the commands in it are executed
                   where they are in the file; therefore the
                   print mode must be returned to Endfill so
                   that this paragraph is like the ones
                   above. 

                   3. Mark Rogalski, RICH MAN'S,
                      Computer Software Services,
                      Rochester, c 1985.
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                       The  second  page  of  this  document
                   should  begin here. The previous page had
                   lines  which  were filled to the end, but
                   had   a  jagged  edge.  This  section  is
                   justified  so  that both margins are even
                   for a nicer printout. 

                         The margins of this paragraph
                         have  been  changed to indent
                         the paragraph as a long quote
                         would be indented. 

                       Now  the  margins  have  been changed
                   back to what they were. 
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                       This  is  the third page of this test

                   file;  however  I changed the page number

                   to  ten manually so you can see how it is

                   done. You must set the number on the page

                   beforehand  so  that when the new page is

                   started the page number is incremented to

                   the  one  you  want.  I  also changed the

                   spacing so lines are now double spaced. 




